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ZKP3

T he

new. modem planetarium from Carl leiss Jena. specially created for small domes
of 6 to 11 meters In diameter. brings entertainment to educatIOn. And It doesn'l compromise the Integrity of the learning expenence.
MASTERING THE LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE

In schools. univerSities and navigational training. users can explore precise. true-tonature celestial phenomena. The Images are so vivid thaI observers qUickly master the
laws of the skies: hence Its name ... SKYMASTER.
1992 DEBUT

There are about 100 $KYMASTl R systems already installed around the world. This year.

t he versatile $KYMASH:R lKP 3 makes It s debut. For planetarium users. the
SKYMASI(R lKP 3 means brighter stars with superior definition. It has enhanced didactic
applications and It incorporates the latest in electronics and sophisticated computer
controls. The compact instrument simulates diurnal. annual and polar altitude motions
which are driven automatically and are continuously controllable. forward and back~
ward. Audio-system special effects and ancillary equipment can be easily integrated
Into the SKVM.I\STER ZKP 3.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY CARL ZEISS JENA

Carl Zeiss Jena now produces and markets all Zeiss planetarium products. For planetarium users. the company represents the world's most expenenced and advanced
planetarium scientists and technological expert s. working together to make your next
planetarium proteCtor the finest available.

FOR MORE INFORMAnON

PLANETARIUM

Seiler Instrument

Dislributor of Zeiss Planetaria
170 E. Kirkham Avenue
SI. Louis, MO 63119
New Orleans Sales Ollice
S PEClAUSTS.
(800}726.8805
Fax (504) 764-7665

ABOUT THE
SKYMASTER ZKP 3 ,
PLEASE CALL OR FAX OUR

ZEISS
Germany

Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH
Postfach 125
Tatzendpromenade 1a
0-6900Jena
49-3641 -588·2575
Fax 49·3641 ·588·2023
Telex 58 74 52
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letter of January 15. The
column,
with our readers, has carried the title
to change even if we
a year. It is too
had the desire to do so. Michael Lutin's witty tone is unique
among astrologers, and he draws heavily on the movements and
conjunctions of
planets for his predictions. Beyond that, there
is a certain playful license in the title, which can be found
throughout the magazine.
Sincerely,
Wayne Lawson,
Executive Literary Editor
is

Effective Shows
It was with considerable interest that I
read Jeff
Hunt's March 1992 Planetarian piece entitled UPlanetarium
Visuals: Research Questions and Proposals". His article
contains interesting points on the educational effectiveness
of instructional visuals-points that do deserve some scrutiny. Having said that, however, I should express a couple
of minor concerns.
First, let me clarify that my March 1990 Planetarian article "How Good Are Our Planetarium Shows", which was
cited by Hunt, was not intended to diminish the importance
of lucid visuals in starshows. Rather, my point was to dramatize what I saw as the need for show kit purchasers and
producers to heighten their standards relative to another
oti:en-n(~glectea area of planetarium produCtion. My state-
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to death individual classroom materials.
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The December issue carried an account of the destruction of the Planetarium of the Kuwait National Museum,
written by an American visitor to that battered country. It
was not until February that I received a letter directly from
the director of the Kuwait planetarium, and it provides
additional information. Here are excerpts:

Many thanks for your kind letter of March 1, 1991 ...
Under the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait the planetarium was
looted and some equipment and all the auditorium seats 'were dismantled and hauled to Iraq. A special favorite of the occupiers
was the Astronomic Exhibit and the sound equipment. Even
employee's offices were not saved from the systematic looting of
Kuwait. Just before the hasty withdrawal of the defeated Iraqi
army, their soldiers torched the auditorium section of the planetarium building, thereby destroying all the equipment and
projection screen. Departing Iraqi soldiers took some gun and
tank shots at the beautiful aluminum cladding which covers the
planetarium dome from the outside.
The administration of the Kuwait National Museum have
recommended certain international companies which are qualified to rebuild the planetarium, but due to the urgent priorities of
reconstruction of Kuwait the planetarium will have to wait its
turn.
In the meantime, we thank you for your interest in the plight
of our planetarium ...
Mohammed Al-Qatami
Planetarium Director
Kuwait National Museum
I'm sure that an planetarians join me in wishing Mr. AlQatami all success in the reconstruction of their facility. We
look forward to hearing an account of its rebuilding and
rededication.
Several issues ago (March 1989) Jeanne Bishop challenged us to be accurate in our presentations. An article in
the "News and Comments" section titled !tDo NASA
Images Create Fantastic Voyages?" (Science, March 27,
1992,
1637) reminded me of her plea, and 1 recommend
that planetarians read it. It points out that many of the
more familiar scenes of the space age,
the first Viking
of Mars and the first Voyager photos of 10 to
shots of Gaspra, were given highly exaggerated
colors that bare little resemblance to reality. 10, for example, is actually a pale yellow with no vivid orange or red,
and the surface Mars is dark yellowish brown, not pink.
(See 'What Color is our Solar System" in Sky and Telescope,
21, No.2, June
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David Chandler
P.o. Box 309
La Verne, California 91750
The demonstration described here was invented by the author in
connection with Project SPICA, an NSF sponsored teacher
resource program conducted at the Harvard Center for Astrophysics. A description of this demonstration was first published
in The Physics Teacher, February 1991.
Early in this century it was discovered that apart from
small random motions superimposed on the larger pattern,
all of the galaxies are moving outward from us. Furthermore, the speed of recession is proportional to · .. Yls
distance, so galaxies ten
times farther away move
outward from us ten
times as fast.
Does this mean we
are at the center of the
uni verse? The textbooks
say no. We see ourselves at the center of expansion, but no
matter where we travel in the universe we would still see
ourselves at the center of expansion. There is no paradox
here; it is a direct consequence of the geometry of the
expansion. Grasping this concept intuitively, however, is
another matter.
Accompanying this article are two sheets of dots, each
dot representing a galaxy. The dot pattern is essentially
random, but one is scaled up slightly relative to the other.
If
examine them individually, you will notice there is
no particular center to the pattern. However, if the sheets
are copied onto transparencies and superimposed, a dramatic radial pattern emerges with a definite center.
If the two dot patterns are taken to be snapshots of the
universe now and a billion years ago, the nature of the
expansion can be investigated. First, notice that the galaxies near the center have moved out only slightly over the
billion years, whereas the galaxies near the edge have
moved much farther in the same time. The outward
motion of the galaxies follows Hubble's Law.
Now shift the transparencies relative to each other with-

out rotation. As if by magic, the
new center emerges. Whether
this or not, you have to see it to
new
matic effect. Hubble's Law holds for
well as the first. Any galaxy can be made the center
expansion simply by aligning the two
of the
on the two transparencies.
How old is this simulated universe? .........vv.:x;;
Measure how far a ,...,.",·..hr·"

if 6y magic, the whore
and a new center emerges. Whether
you can visualize this or'not,
to furry appreciate the dramatic
The assumption, of course, is that it has been
ward at a constant rate the whole time. The
from this assumption is the Hubble
Choose a different
and
You should get the same
within the
measurements. Now shift the center
again. Again
should
the same
important. It shows that the
dent of the
and

simple division of the distance traveled in one billion
into the total distance from the center is more intuitive
accessible to even
school students.
As a first
the
demonstration, a
enlarged on a
were enlarged
ruined. I started to write a "'IV'_........"' ..
dom dot patterns and then Cni:l:n~~e
realized I already had such a n1l"/"~?'~nn'
provided here are actually <"fl',..,. ....,. . .' '11'' n-an,,,?',,,f.,,,,rt
plotted at slightly different scales. To
an 18 billion
year old universe the scale for one chart is set at
the scale of the other chart. Other universes of rhtt.o ...,o..nf.
ages can of course be produced just as
1Y"'\1I"ncYr-:ll.,..,.

David Chandler is a high school physics teacher, software
author, and designer of various astronomy aids including the
well known planisphere The Night Sky. He has taught
astronomy at both the high school and junior college level
and conducts teacher workshops on activities for teaching
astronomy.
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9 and 10: The
of dot
is identical
scale, The dots
except
are the same size, but they
are slightly farther apart in
one view than in the other.
If the dots are thought of as
galaxy clusters and the
time between the views is
assumed to be one billion
years, they lead to a Hubble
age of 18 billion years.
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Paul D. Maley
R17C..29
Rockwell Space Operations
600 Gemini
Houston, Texas 77058-2777 USA
Planetaria around the world are in a position to add a
different type of astronomical topic to their repertoire of
public education projects. This is because 1992 is the focus
of major space related initiatives that are designed to fix
the attention of the world on benefits of exploring the
earth's environment and outer space. To that end many
nations are conducting events and educational thrusts
which are linked to this theme. We have designed a program to heighten the awareness of the general
to
the activities
about them by
earth sa teUi tes that conthe

times a month. However there are SpC:Ji1E~rs: ...
moonlight, air pollution,
ods of prediction, etc. It is
easier to
example, every night, than it is to
minute period on a v.., ... "-,....
satellites can be a hidden asset that

AU ......... .;;}!.

A"-

Space Telescope and others which are
publicized
the media. Yet
the average citizen has probably never even seen a satellite
with his/her own
an art and a fun .an,rl.o~:lI'"r'\ ...
able satellites are those that are m(lm-1tenae~l.
nent" Mir
station
DU1DUlan~'U cities of the world
~H"
of +0. Al1tho>ue:h
"'h111f-Hlo has been seen to attain -4
and
-1 when it takes
for its brief missions into
.. A .....

.......l ........

Paul Maley in an amateur astronomer who works as a
Shuttle payload supervisor. He promotes interest in space
through his videos of such events as the deployment of the
Hubble Space Telescope (as seen from the ground), retrieval
of the LDEF, reentry of the Shuttle External Tank, and other
events which have appeared on ABC World News and CBS
News. He also encourages public enthusiasm about eclipses
and volcanoes via organized tours through "Ring of Fire"
expeditions since 1970.

.~rn'L"'~T cities on
achieved from . . .
Angeles,
The goal
ence as possible. Planetaria
and radio stations when a ';:>V~;;;""A4;U H'.,,,,,,,,~,,,
look angles are valid for
a 30 mile radius
planetarium location since naked eye satellites are
in very low orbits. Places in countries or cities
Vl........ V

11<:, •• ",11,,,

1I'~ ... li'h£' ..

dictions for
has to
transmitted to the media exactly, so that no mistake in
time or
in the
is made. A caveat for manned
spacecran is that the
are reliable to within several minutes unless an unforecasted maneuver takes
this does not
pla,net:arium in tum needs to measure the audience
resD01l1se from either questions, telephone calls, etc. in
to determine whether the satellite has been seen and

in what areas.
there is
in a
but there are other
would be
to
look
""" ...,.. . . . ,-4,..;-4 there was feedback that SClilOOlS
tions were
altteI1npt1ng nh,,:&>Mlr::llhlr'lnlOl
to measure the
how wen it is pf()ce,e(Ung
United Nations Outer
whose ausploes
Planetaria ,o;;;.;:II~"",A"'U
endeavor are asked to contact the
ble.
",rof4.. ",lIln

and
educational
project to promote real-time observations
Space Year 1
Originally proposed
tive was one of nearly two dozen educational ~I"'T'IVITICC::
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
countries, particularly the developing countries, to
an
space science and technology, and its utilization in social
Satellites such as the Space Shuttle, Hubble ~Oc:lce
Mir space station
over large cities of the world
any optical aid. However, for a successful
regarding the visible
over particular location.
satellites" initiative involves
transmission
manned or unmanned satellites can be seen. More
educational institutions are already participating and
The only requirement is to have access
a
with some nearby institution and willingness to organize local
the response of the audience.
Those outside the United States who are Ilnt'............... +",1"11
address and fax number to: Dr. Petr '-Ala, Deputy Chief,
United Nations Secretariat, New York, N.Y. 10017,
United States who wish to participate should
483-3304) or by electronic mail through SPAN
ni"l.l~"'l ..i":!l

0...: .................

Example
Given are GMT (Universal Time in min: sec), MAXEL
elevation
degrees), ABOVE (azimuth - South, East, North, West)
TRAVELLING
motion) and HT (height above the Earth in km) .
MIR VISIBILITY PREDICTION FOR VIENNA, AUSTRIA:
DATE
Sept.7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15

GMT
19:14
18:18
18:58
18:02
18:42
18:26
19:07
18:10

MAXEL
79
46
70
78
52
44
46
42

ABO\"E
SSE
SSE
NNW
SSE
NNW
N
N
N

TRAVELLING
SW-ENE
SW-E
W-ENE
SW-ENE
W-NE
NW-NE
NW-NE
NW-NE

HT
392
392
392
392
392
392
392
392

o th American

str

Eileen M. Starr,
Gonzaga University
S. 4711 Magnolia,
Spokane, Washington 99223
Authors Note
Introduction
The continent of South America is about rnree-OU"lI
At the joint PP A/RMPA meeting in August, a number of colleagues mentioned how useful the African astro- ters (73%) the size of North America. Its
nomical mythology article was which appeared in The Brazil, is nearly (89%) the size of the United States.
Planetarian, (September 1990), and suggested that I continent is bounded on the west by
research and write an article about Central and South Andes; other lower highlands are located in the
American astronomical myths which would allow them to also south of the Amazon valley. The
better serve their Hispanic public. This article is in of South America may be divided into six
cultural regions; (a) Andes, (b) Circum-Caribbean
response to these requests.
(d) East
Modern astronomy reflects our Nbest guess" as to Northwest, (c) Amazonia or Greater
or Brazilian
why astronomical events
(e) Chan
occur. The astronomical
'The astronomicaC myths of the inhabitants
South (Garrett,
myths of the inhabitants
South .9Lmerica are the best guess these
the map to visualize
of South America are the
these
best guess of these people
to e?(pCain tlie often frightening natura{ phenom- cultural
regions. Because
to explain the often frightclimate, vegetation, and
ena which they observed. 'The e;rp[anations
ening natural phenomena
la ti tude varies
which they observed. The
ceCestiaC events reCate to the common e?(penence out
South
explanations of celestial
mythology
of the six
events relate to the comthe tribaC members.
to
major regions
mon experience of the
tribal members. Astronomical objects are often personified, some extent.
Since contact with non-Indians, about 500
with adventures reflecting activities similar to activities of
the Indians have been decimated
village members.
For example, there are explanations for how the sun eases such as measles and
uvv-"',
managed to return to the east each morning after setting in rent society. Because the
the west the previous evening, why the sun is brighter language or ....... .a ..........
than the moon, why both sometimes show spots, why the their
moon changes phase each month, and why there are mythologies of these
eclipses. In the myths, if the sun and moon are thought of
as brothers, they act like brothers, often in competition Andes
with each other. If they are married, they act as married
The Andes of southern . . . .
~.'
northern Chile were the home of the Inca.
couples in the village would act.
Some of the myths are found in bits and pieces in a eleventh
the Inca family
variety of references. I have attempted to put the pieces and ascended into the mountains which were
together into a coherent whole. Other myths are found civilized tribes that had
broken
complete within certain references. The sources of these
myths is noted.
A . . . . .4 A h '.... A . . .J .... ' "

of

of

,,;JAA " ....

A ...

A

\.J .....

. .-'''..,.,

" - ' ' ' ' ............ ,..;"

'V .............

Eileen Starr has been in the planetarium field for over thirty
years. In December she received her Ph.D. in curriculum and
instruction, and science education from Washington State
University. She is currently teaching part time for Gonzaga
University.
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were irrigated and terraced to
toes, gourds, cotton,
avocados and peanuts were
tices concentrated the I-''U'il-' .... '...... '.,'-'".
pluses which permitted "jJ\.; .....
building of stone palaces,
of Inca culture, after only a

H..l.U.£A.Ul

"-''-,.'-<I-/ .... , .• v"

.....

I-'H........

November
with the str4:ln~~lin,g
80'
of
Atahuallpa by Pizarro
his conquistadores (Garrett, 1982).
The Inca creation legend tells us
that the first Inca peoples were commanded to find the navel of Cuzco, the
navel of the earth. They carried a
wedge of gold, the symbol of a sun ray,
and at each stopping place they placed
the wedge on the ground to see if it
O'
would sink into the earth and disappear, This finally happened when Inca
Manco and his sister, Mama Occlo, the
only survivors of the migration, came
10'
to a little mountain town near the headwaters of the Apurimac river. They
renamed the town Cuzco (Encyclopedia
of World Mythology, 1975) .
The chief god of the Inca was
20'
Viracocha who, at Tiahuanaco, constructed the sun, moon, and stars and
placed them in the sky. As the sun was
ascending he told the people that they
30'
were the children of the sun and should
worshi p him. The name of the sun was
Inti or Apu-Punchau (head of day) who
had a human form, and his face was
represented by a disk of gold surround40'
ed with by rays and flames. The Inca
thought that Inti, after crossing the sky
each day, plunged into the western sea
which he partly dried up. He returned
to the east by swimming under the
50'
earth, to reappear the next morning
rejuvenated by his bath. Eclipses of the
110'
100'
sun were held to indicate Inti's anger
(New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology,
1959).
The moon, Mama Quilla was his sister as well as his
wife. Her image was a silver disk with human features. In
the beginning the moon was brighter than the sun, but, in
his jealousy the sun flung ashes upon the moon and in
doing so dimmed the moon's original brightness (Van
Over, 1980).
Aveni, 1982, wrote that the Inca were interested in
three astronomical cycles, the correlation of (a) the sun to
the moon, (b) the sun to the stars, and (c) the moon to the
stars. They measured the key events of their three cycles
with the help of the quipus which were bundles of knotted
cords representing numbers which helped determine the
sidereal lunar year of 328 nights (12 x 27 1/3 =328) within a
fixed position in a solar year. With two exceptions, around
the December solstice, the Incas named synodic months
after seasonal activities.
Sunset of the December solstice was observed from
the central temple of the Sun, Coricancha. Sunset of the
June solstice was observed from a temple of the sun,

70'

60'

50'

Amazonia

90'

80'

70'

lunar
and
on that
starting date was chosen to occur after
of Catachilla, the Pleiades, around
solstice.
first full moon of the
Because the Inca lived antl1"ol .. ,
their seasons were the reverse
Hemisphere. The month of
observing sunset on August 18.
days the full moon would occur in a ,;>v'-..... u

.....

or after the
18 zenith passage of the sun, with
observed limit of 15
on either
enabled the Inca
U.~~ how
or later other months were in a speand how to
their seasonal activities to the
c,a.r,rno,n.,.,a (Aveni, 1982).
, the long-haired star, was Venus and was
to be a man
as a page to the sun. The other
planets and stars were maids in waiting to the Moon. The
of Venus was
in relation to the Inca
but there is no data on calendrical
function. Comets were a sign of the god's anger (New
Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, 1959).
The Milky Way was Mayu, the River, which began
from an unseen, subterranean source in the north and
divided into two streams which converged near Crux.
Three constellations near the South celestial pole were
important in the 16th century. Alpha and Beta Centauri
were known as Llamapa Nahuin, the eyes of the Llama.
From these stars, the dark cloud constellation of the Llama
stretches northward. Her legs can be found in the middle
of Scorpius. Under and near the end of the dark cloud is a
baby llama suckled by her mother. Also near the Llama,
between Scorpius and Sagittarius, is the dark Fox of the
heavens who is eyeing the baby Llama as a possible meal
(Aveni, 1982).
The dark cloud constellation, formed by the Coalsack
in the Southern Cross, is known in present day Peruvian
Spanish as Yutu, the partridge, and can be found near
where the two streams of the Milky Way meet. Probably
the Southern Cross itself was also important, but here the
older data are not clear. Today it is known as Yutu-cruz,
the cross of the Yutu. The dark cloud to the west of the
Coal Sack but near the Southern Cross was a toad being
chased by Yuti, but is never caught. This celestial toad is
visible just before sunrise in October, at the same time as
terrestrial toads
from hibernation (Aveni, 1982;
1991).
Peru in the sixteenth century
A
foster mother whose name was
me~arumg "skin without feathers of the paron a misty morning after
The Thundergod
to
size and
his enemies.
The reference to the Thundergod and the night
of the
partridge-mother is astronomical in context. The theme of
her suckling on a misty
when
is still
to the Llama
n.... "

.. '.........

............. '.... ,,1-.'-''-''

as the star Colca which was . . . . . ,,.,........,,,,,...,0....., ..
herds
the constellation of Leo were a puma
prey (Lum, 1948).
information can be O-Ia"'n£~rl
Some
inhabitants of modern Andean
who COrnoJletE~d

interstellar dust found within the
pIe use four . . .., ....... ,''-U..... ''''VA.''-'
(the belt and sword of
Cross, and Ha tun Cruz
boundaries between and within
cycles.
Circum-Caribbean
Circum-Caribbean culture of Columbia
Venezuela was
of
lived in substantial
had elaborate
and were IJVj'AU~_<UA
chiefdoms (Garrett, 1982).
To the Guajiro Indians who lived on the arid
peninsula of northern
"eye of Juya" is the Master of Rain. The star diE;ao'oears
the west just after sunset in October
rains of the longer
season which occurs
September until mid-December. The rains are
lowed
a three and one half
of

Pulowi, who is the wife of
the islands off Venezuela
Caribs who live
o",.,1"'\,ooC' on
the
and moon,
off
blood from a
1991).

£"1r'I/I" ....

Amazonia
the Yutu which rises
before C" ..~1"'1c·a
Llama
the Llama Yacana constellation. with her
also
before sunrise (Aveni,
1982).
At
a star myth also mentions the Llama
Yacana. At midnight she is invisible when she drinks the
water from the Earth preventing the Flood. When she rises,
she suckles her baby who still has not risen (Aveni, 1982).
c,u"vuno-
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sist on
and the intertribal
called
1982). Common tales include the Moon and His
The Origin of Night .
In the myth, Moon and His
came to his sister's hammock at

a
tree), and aunnig
,....."'.,.....·nro the man's face. In the ....... r ........ " ....
AV'"'''''' .......... into a mirror, saw that his face had been
and
to wash off the dye. But no matter
what he
he could not get rid of it. The black dye is the
of the moon's spots. In the Bororo (south central
version of Moon and His Sister, the crime of incest
Sun as well as Moon. The sister daubs
is committed
them both
genipa (black dye from a tree of the same
name), and this explains why the moon, and also the sun,
have a blotched face (Bierhorst, 1988).
In the Bororo legend of liThe Origin of Night" the
unaccompanied by Moon, paid a visit to Heron, who
owned night. At the time, Heron and his wife were out
and no one was home
two heron children
who were sound asleep. Irritated,
pulled at the little
heron's jaws, ripping them down to their stomachs. When
the parents returned and saw what had happened to the
children, they immediately blamed the Sun and assumed
that he was still in the neighborhood. Knowing that Sun
was terrified of darkness, Heron unstoppered his gourd
container and spilled a little of the night. Sun's screams
were heard at once. Heron went to him and made him
promise to cure the two children. Sun, a great shaman, did
so by blowing on the little ones and patching their wounds
with white down. In exchange he was given the bottle of
darkness. This explains why herons have white streaks
running from the corners of the mouth, and how Sun
became the keeper of night (Bierhorst, 1988).
The Tupi thought that the moon was once a man who
committed incest with his sister. This moon-man is ritually
killed each month which explains the moons monthly birth
and death. Among the Bororo people, this moon man is
the brother of the sun (Encyclopedia of World Mythology,
1975).
Among the Arawak tribes the word for sun is derived
from the word for "fire", and the sun is often referred to as
lithe great fire". According to the Arawak, the sun and
moon are brothers. The sun created useful animals while
the moon created harmful ones. Sometimes they are pictured as the jaguar and the anteater, a dangerous animal
when provoked (Encyclopedia of World Mythology, 1975).
In Brazil many tribes believe that eclipses are caused
by a jaguar swallowing the sun or moon as a punishment
for the sins of humankind. The Tupinamba Indians of
northern Brazil consider the possibility that the world
might end during an eclipse of the sun. During a lunar
eclipse the Orinoco vigorously hoe their growing corn,
saying that the moon was veiling herself in anger at their
habitual laziness
1968). The Galibi Indians of
French Guiana believe an eclipse is caused by a hungry
monster which they chase away with noise and arrows
(Krupp, 1991).
Last
La
reported that the
Amazon Indians saw the V of Taurus as the head of a bull.
According to Yanez Pinzon, in AD 1500, this group of stars
n"t"c....... "'I"'ori

t"'C'I"'.",. .....
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was called
The

and the other is
feathers on its crest. Its
iridescent feathers circle the bone-colored
the
The Northern Cross is
Dasana of Columbia COlnp,are
The sky is divided into two nelnl~;plllen~s
Milky Way, which is a
of intertwined
conda and a rainbow
and darkness, The rainbow boa is
and color. The
~~,,_6JI
rhythm of the
moon, and the
the sun

.;;>A .................j

i;> . . . .

Brazilian ... ......1'> ...
&'"""
The inhabitants of the Brazilian
& ........

1-11r..

hi'c>",.rH~

mythic adventures involves the Sun and Moon
Star Woman.
People within a
rate set of rules.
as
division of each
been drawn down the middle.

and Moon in ancient times
the earth. The two created nl1"""'<:lI'f"~
H ....•..... ·u,"n .... r1r,n.111r"riC into a river. As each
of the water, it

have a circular or horseshoe form wi th a
of the
with the houses located around
houses to the
like the spc)kE~S
each door '''''''',_A''''VA
According to the l'\lllmU.enaallu neorHes
Highlands, the division
is
episode between Sun and Moon. It seems that
in the woods, got down on his hands
animal and hid when he saw Sun

The Planetarian

had
but

ae~;Cel1a€~a

a ppnJa(:htng in
lance. At once he
under a feather
and
crawled into the bush on all fours to hide. Sun followed his
him if he was afraid of Sun.
tracks and called to him
The Moon said he
crawled out of the
and
said he
realize who Sun was. Sun told him that he
had
set
a house
some
there. He took Moon
but made fun of him
on the way for
hidden. Moon begged him not to
speak of it
saying he had actually hidden
because he was ashamed to have missed the spot they had
upon. Then Sun went on ahead of Moon. When
came to a wasp nest hanging over the path, he quickly
ran by
and called to the Moon to pick up the bottle
gourd, the wasp nest, and to bring it along wi th him. As
soon as the Moon touched the gourd, the wasps attacked
him and
him allover his face. His eyes swelled shut
and Sun had to lead him along like a blind man. After
more adventures, the pair finally reached the house, and
Sun
out the wasp stings with his fingernails, and
cured Moon with medicine. He took one side of the house
for himself and gave the other side to the Moon, and
reserved a space in the middle for dancing(Bierhorst,
1988).
Sun and Moon torment each other in endless strugthe upper hand. The two may be creators, but
gles to
their creations tend to be accidents resulting from their
misdeeds, and although they are founders of society, their
own behavior is self-centered. If either has a trace of highmindedness, it is the sun who is the cleverer of the two.
Moon is usually the dupe or the clumsy imitator. For
example. On day after the two had been hunting and were
roasting the meat, Moon complained that Sun had kept all
the fat for himself. Annoyed, Sun picked up a
of hot
meat and threw it at Moon, burning his stomach. The
burns show up today as Moon's spots (Bierhorst, 1988).
The Ge believe that an eclipse occurs when the eye of
the sun or moon 1S
by an arrow shot by a small
boy. Damage from
arrow causes the eye to become
bloody and darken until a shaman removes the arrow. The
eye is then healed and the eclipse ends (Krupp, 1991).
The tale of Star Woman has been reported from Ge
tribes throughout the Highlands, yet no two tellings of the
story are exactly alike. This version, from the Apinaye,
says that a man had a beautiful wife who became sick and
died. Feeling sad, he would go to the village plaza at night,
and lie down by himself on a leaf of the bacaba palm. One
night a brilliant star that he had been watching suddenly
left the sky and reappeared next to him. Asking him to
move over a little so that they could lie together on the
the star began to talk. They talked all night, and at
dawn'she returned to the heavens. This happened for five
On the fifth night the star woman agreed to marry
man. When dawn came, he put her into a large gourd,
which he hung up in his house, and after that he would
18

the

A ...... .,..... L.'-A

him to make a
c.n
ate rotten
did not understand what his wife
0'<::1 1r'rI

eaten. When the 2:m~d.en
into the sky and
peanuts, all the crops that are now v .. <-u,,''- .......
taught the
to make mats,
to
articles
But the husband
He had fallen in love with another woman.
star woman rose into the
husband had been true to
to bring
Because of his
not have all the
1988).
The
believe that a fabulous
Yaguarogui, causes
of the sun and
attempting to eat them. The common nr~~f"""I("'P
and shouting
an
is sometimes
an attempt to scare off the
which is
(Osborne,
The Borros of Brazil believe
Way is an enormous scar left
1948).

Gran Chaco
The

"--'lLAL.U.

in
H"'.F.,
ga1~aE~nll:1g,
of wild fruit. Houses are of
or
struction,
frame of
or even a few mats ",,,. n,,,,,,, ....
the lowest branches of a tree.
in bad
pIe slept outside
rytelling, now
into
activity. Tales were and still
told to account
stellations and other features of the heavens.
one language predominates,
enj:;a~~e

f'no.rl't'1,O'

J<h>A

T'>'-'rT'_Tll'T'IU

and The Star Woman
Women from the
1988).
The Pleiades are said to be a band of hunters who
c1irnb€~d a tree to the sky and
were
there when a
disgruntled old woman
sure{y
tne
gnawed through the base of
the trunk (Bierhorst, 1988). Or,
p{anetanum audiences.
stars
the Pleiades are the ostrich's
crowd so dose
nest, and the Southern Cross, in part, is formed by an selves at the fire of the sun.
ostrich that was chased to the sky by hunters and their that they remain hidden in the sun's brilliance
dogs. The Abipones who live near the Paraguay River the sun has set
referred to the Pleiades as their great Spirit Groaperikie, or
Grandfather (Osborne, 1983). Among other south Conclusion
As I collected the material for this
American tribes they were Cajupal, the Six Stars, a group
Int1rlgtled with the
of astrorlOnmcal rrlVU10l()gIl~S
of people
around a campfire (Allan, 1963).
In
Chaco version of the Moon and His Sister from several OA,"oOl"::I
myth, the woman takes
hero with her into the sky nent. Although
where, at night, he nearly dies of the cold even though his inal inhabitants of South America a01peC:lr
wife covers him with mattresses to
to warm him. contact with each other from earliest times.
different from
or North
Variations among the Gran Chaco story include the
near nellghbOrs
Mataco stories where the gifts are limited to toiletries and
same star ..... ..,.IHl:n...,. '"
articles of apparel, and the Toba and the Chorote stories
where the wife brought fruits and vegetables (Bierhorst,
the Inca would
1988). Among the Guaycurus of Paraguay the women who urn audiences.
are the tillers of the fields, performed rites to the lunar
deity whose favor they asked as the giver of increase and
of harvest (Brinton, 1968).
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Paul R. Engle died in Little Rock, Arkansas on 4 April
1992 at the age of 72. He was emeritus professor at the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock, but formerly assistant professor and director of the planetarium from 197590. Engle was born in Des Moines, Iowa (Newton, Iowa)
on 16 October 1919. He graduated from Roosevelt High
School, Des Moines, Iowa in 1938. On 5 January 1945 he
married Ethel Juanita Grimes at Terrell, Texas.
During World War II, he was a flight commander and
flight instructor for the U.S. Army Air Corps, U.S. Air
Force, and Royal Air Force. He was an officer in the Civil
Air Patrol and a commercial pilot for American Airlines
with the rank of first officer. Engle logged 6000 hours of
flying time and flew for 11 years.

Engle's special research interests included cosmology, planetarium science, and
He
designed
built a 17-inch
which he took with him
New Mexico State
to Pan American University. This ........., _. ,.. . . ..,U'....
of the principal instruments
ulty there. At PAU
the design and
of optics
scope. The optics are now used in the telesc:ot:.e
Stephen F. Austin State University,
Texas.
At UALR, Engle was the
mover in a ....."... ". ",,,"'4build and design a 24-inch mobile telescope.
scope is a Group 128
classical Cassegrain. This 1I"'Io1"'-"'O,r"'f" nl~t-01I"orl
undergraduate students a .......
I
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FOR PLANETARIUMS

By now most of us are in the midst of
for the
fall
of students and hopefully developing new
1'M1"1'n>?'/"II'u'ino- the
we
provide to our clients. Some of us are gathering ideas at the
conference in Utah and those ideas will be presented in
future columns. If
feel you have created an ingenious
invention or you have a new method for engaging students in their own learning please send me a note about it.

"Have
ever
about "' .. ..""",,............
club? I have had clubs each
have

just send me a
send

selt-a'jdlres~:;ed

stam"[)ed

Great New Ideas:
Gary Kratzer (43
Sulphur, LA 70663 USA)
would like to pass on some more good thoughts. Thank
Gary! He writes:
"Have
tried
soundtracks to enhance your
"'"'<'+"""11'''>'' lessons? One such vendor is:

a list of
.F. resources such as ....... '..............
Books, Teacher Reference
D'u4:>Yt1+hlno- from slides and """,",-,c""""""
Space Suit! You can write to
resource list. Thank
a copy of the
........ "'Ir .......,n- our
so much easier!
.............. .lLULJ...

Loch Ness Productions
P.O. Box 3023
C080307I
a
entitled 'West of the
which is currently selling for $10.00 .
... An.' ............ track I have used is sold by:
Ursa Major
P.O. Box 3368
OR 97520
will remember the cricket
is
for
is a real favorite with elemenwhen
start
on the
floor for the crickets.
"You can receive a free newsletter from the Astronomical
of the Pacific if
it on school
stationary. Write to:
"Some of

We are all in need of

I

Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1290 24th Avenue
San
CA 94122
Vol. 21, No.2, June 1992

of Astronomical Products."
New Users Heard From:
The size of our user's
steady pace. We welcome the
ever-increasing numbers:

Catalogues Worth
Edmund Scientific
101 East Gloucester Pike
Barrington, NJ 08007-1380

telescopes, astronomy teaching materials
American Science and Surplus
601 Linden Place
Evanston, IL 60202

astronomy materials, telescopes
David Chandler, Inc.
P.O. Box 309
LaVerne, CA 91750
714-946-4814
MMI Corporation
2950 Wyman Parkway
P. O. Box 19907
Baltimore, MD 21211

Globes, manuals, slides, videos
Hansen Planetarium Publications
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

slide sets, posters
Films for the Humanities
P. O. Box 2053
Princeton, NJ 08543

Frey Scientific Co.
905 Hickory Lane
Mansfield, OH 44905
8oo-225-FREY

moon globe, moon poster,
astronomy posters
Sargent-Welch
7300 N. Linder Ave.
P.O. Box 1026
Skokie, IL 60077

globes, charts, posters
Celestial Products, Inc.
10 W. Washington St.
Middleburg, VA 22117

moon phase calendars
Tersch Enterprises
P.O. Box 1059
Colorado Springs, CO 80901
303-597-3603

slide sets
Black Forest Observatory
12815 Porcupine Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80908

Earth globes, Moon globes, orreries,
slides, posters
The Space Catalogue
Aerospace Resources International
P.O. Box 5872 Friendship Station
Washington, DC 20016-1472

posters, murals, slides, videos

Schoolmasters
745 State Circle
Box 1941
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Analytical Scientific
P.O. Box 675
Helotes, TX 78023
512-684-7373

videos

sky maps, posters, charts

Talcott Mountain Science
Center
Montevideo Road
Avon, CT 06001

Learning Technologjes Inc.
59 Walden Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
617-547-7724
800-537-8703

Astropilot celestial sphere

NASA-NSTA Space
~K "'H
Involvement Program stJonsors
for students (gr. 6-8)
Write for information about the Moon
Base Project, Mars
Art
Contest, and/or ;:,ru:ue/'H New~51Ja:1Jer
motion contests.
'-''''L,U'-''' .....

Steve Cannon
Education Enrichment
2130-A I\.la'urh'111"U

....

1-""n'fn£~1"C'1401"'"

The Universe, an enr1.Ch:mel'lt ""' . .
teachers complete with rap

,../r'nl'>'''

I

videos
The Planetary Society
65 North Catalina Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106
818-793-1675

NSTA-SST
5110 Roanoke Place Suite 101
College
MD 20740

Zaner-Bloser
1459 King A venue
P. O. Box 16764 LOJLUnlOU.S. OH 43216
Breakthroughs series offers
titles, including Martians: Fact or
Fiction? and Trashed in Space?
U. S. Geologjcal
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198

The National Aerial Photography
Program (NAPP) and remote ser.rsln~q
data archive have produced
the United States. Write for
Space Telescope Science Institute
Ray Villard
Public Media Science Officer
3700 San Martin Dr.
Homewood ........... u.j...,"' ...
oalnmore MD 21218

Starlab portable planetariums
Trippensee Planetarium Co.
301 Cass Street
Sagjnaw,MI48502
517-799-8102

star charts, celestial models
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National Geographic Society
Educational Services
P.O. Box 98019
Washington, DC 20090-8019
800-638-4077
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(Engle, continued from

Steven S. Pieritz
Kathy Vandenberg
Indian Trail Elementary
100 Frankfort Square Road
Frankfort, IL 60423 USA
Bob Lawson
Washoe County School District
425 East 9th
Reno, NV 89512 USA
Terri Byrne
Science Spectrum
5025 J 50th Street
Lubbock, TX 79414 USA
Signing Off:
If I haven't heard from you yet please consider sending
me a brief (or lengthy) message telling me what is going on
at your location. If you'd like some help or just another
planetarian to talk to perhaps I can put you in touch with
someone in your area. Have a wonderful summer and
keep up the good work.
0
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to modify a large telescope and learn how to
it.
The mobile telescope is located at a semi-permanent site
most of the year, a state park about fifteen miles outside
the
of Little Rock, where star parties are conducted
summer months.
Since its opening in 1975, more than a half million people have attended the planetarium. Over 50,000 people
attended planetarium shows during the year of
comet. Thus by 1986 the UALR planetarium was
established as an integral part of the community in
Arkansas.
Many of Engle's students have continued studying
astronomy and two of them have become planetarium
directors. He was very enthusiastic about the planetarium
and encouraged everyone to support the program
through gifts or service.
A Paul R. Engle Scholarship will be established to
enable more students to pursue careers in planetarium
science and astronomy. Engle's dedication to the planetarium and his desire to convey the excitement of astronomy
and cosmology should be known by future generations of
0
students.
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Charles Hemann, Planetarium
2801
University
University of Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Internet, Usenet and Bitnet are nation-wide mainframe
computer networks. These nets are full of information that
everyone can use.
What follows are examples
the types of information
that are available. No matter what personal computer you
use, you may easily access any of this information.
However, you must first go to your local college and talk
to. them about obtaining a guest computer account. They
wIll know all the procedures for accessing network
resources.
Suppose you want to join a mailing list such as Space
Digest. Space Digest is one of the main Internet mailing
lists. Email space-request+@andrew.cmu.edu to join.
Space Magazine is an Internet list containing a distillation ~f interesting mater~a.l from Space Digest which may
be of Interest to readers tinng of the signal-to-noise level in
the digest. Email space-mag-request+@andrew.cmu.edu to
join. Space-investors is a list for information relevant to
investing in space-related companies. Ema\l Vincent Cate
(vaC@cs.cmu.edu) to join. Space-tech is a list for more technical discussion of space topics; discussion has included
esoteric propulsion technologies, asteroid capture,
starflight, orbital debris removal, etc. Email to space-techrequest@cs.cmu.edu to join. Archives of old digests and
selected excerpts are available by anonymous FfP from
daisy.learning.cs.cmu.edu (128.2.218.26) in lusr I anonIpublic/space-tech [don't type the hyphen], or by email to
space-tech-request if you don't have FTP access.
SEDS ..L is a BIlNET list for members of Students for the
Exploration and Development of Space and other interested parties. Email LISTSERV@TAMVM1.BITNET with a
message saying uSUBSCRIBE SEDS-L your name". Email
saying HINDEX SEDS-L" to list the archive contents.
26

A second way to
periodically uDda1ted IntOrlmatio,n
the mailing
One of these is
Questions (FAQ) which answers a broad ,,,,,,.............
information.
sci.space .sh uttle,
remember that the individuals ....n..'h ...... nperforming a service for all net reaaer's,
their time with frivolous ...""".... ~,~A.~
unless
to
BITNET or Internet readers.
as listed below.
AVIATION WEEK
Henry '-' .."..........\,.;..
of
stories in the

T>

.a.L-l!"

TAYo•

Space Technology.
Don Barry

Electronic Journal of the

Adro1'irn'»'l1rnl

sci-astro.
ESA BULLETIN
Harm M unk ~munk(gJ'Drj
articles in the "..,,, ........JI....,._lw.
FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL
Swaraj Jev'aSlngn
maries of SD;:lce--TP!i;:dp l1
o

activities than Aviation
NASA HEADLINE NEWS & SHUTTLE ".. .....''''-~-~~
Peter Yee
NASA ..........
I ."",.,I,•• ..-a ••~~
i-,,,.........

NASA UPDATES
Ron Baalke \DaLa1J(e<!;YkE~lvlin
updates from
Galileo, ,-'£'0'1"\0<"''''

ORBITAL ELEMENT SETS
TS Kelso (tkelso@blackbird.afit.af.mil) posts orbital elements from NASA Prediction Bulletins.
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Mike Rose (mrose@stsci.edu) posts orbital elements for the
Hubble Space Telescope to sci.astro.
SATELLITE LAUNCHES
Richard Langley (lang@unb.ca) posts SP ACEW ARN
Bulletin, which describes recent launch/orbital decay
information and satellites which are useful for scientific
activities. Recent bulletins are available by anonymous
FTP from nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov in ANON DIR:[OOOOOO.ACTIVE.SPX].
SOLAR ACTIVITY
Cary Oler (oler@hg.uleth.ca) posts Solar Terrestrial reports
(describing solar activity and its effect on the Earth) to
scLspace. The report is issued in part from data released by
the Space Enviroment Services Center, Boulder Colorado.
The intro document needed to understand these reports is
available by anonymous FTP from solar.stanford.edu
(36.10.0.4) in pub/understanding solar terrestrial reports.
nic.funet.fi (128.214.6.100) also has this document in
/pub/misc/rec.radio.shortwave/solarreports and is the
primary archive site for the reports (please note this site is
in Europe, and the connection to the US is only 56KB).
SOVIET SPACE ACTIVITIES
Glenn Chapman (glennC@cs.sfu.cad) posts summaries of
Soviet space activities.
SPACE ACTIVIST NEWSLElTER
Allen Sherzer (aws@itLorg) posts a newsletter, 4IOne
Small Step for a Space Activist," describing current
legislative activity affecting NASA and commercial
space activities.
SPACE NEWS
John Magliacane (kd2bd@ka2qhd.UUCP) posts
"SpaceNews" (covering AMSATs, NOAA and other
weather satellites, and other ham information) to
rec.radio.amateur.misc and scLspace.
SP ACE REPORT
Jonathan McDowell (mcdowell@xanth.msfc.nasa.gov) posts uJonathan's Space Report" (covering
launches, landings, reentries, status reports, satellite
activities, etc.) Despite the address, this is not in any
wayan official NASA document.
TOWARD 2001
Bev Freed (freed@nssJidonet.org) posts "Toward
2001", a weekly global news summary reprinted
from Space Calendar magazine.
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Finally there is a way to
puter thru a process
Protocol (FTP). This allows you to
other computers around the world. The pf()Cec1Ulre
simple and slightly different
on the m€lurutralme
you are using. Here at U ALR I
then the address of the computer on the ntl>~rUU"'U·k"
return.
ftp ames.arc.nasa.gov \"~'b""'''',LI
Then the computer (in this case
u,;;>U·F,V'
be connected and will ask for your name. You
mous then the ames computer will ask for
Now type in your network address.
o.4 .. "" ............... ' -. . . .

Login Name: anonymous ,& .............. ,..,
anonymous login ok
a password
password: cjhemann@ualr.edu

address

You have succesfully logged in to the Ames Research
Facilities mainframe computer. Now type dir for dirlect()ry
and you will find one called
for
To
pub directory type cd/pub
comes back type dir (return) and there will
information available. To download a specific file
and the file name (return).
A list of space and astronomy FTP sites follows
next page.
Before I end this article, here is the GIF ....,.."'"..... ... ',,..
quarter-the asteroid Gaspra:

c.scs.uiuc.edu

141.211.164.8

Atari

128.174.90.3

ROSAT

131.215.48.200
128.214.6.100
128.214.12.37

PC

36.51.0.6
128.114.130.37

ics.uci.edu

128.195.1.1
128.113.6.10

lRAF

140.252.1.1
129.173.18.107

kauri.vuw.ac.nz

130.195.11.3
18.82.0.21
131.246.9.116

nachos.ssesco.com

Satellite

192.55.187.18
128.255.64.3

Mac

128.183.10.4
26.2.0.74
128.184.1.1

128.102.21.44
130.167.1.2
36.44.0.6

Some abbreviations:
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Minolta stands alone as the worlds leading· producer of high-quality,
accurate and affordable planetariums for every budget and size installation.
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide unsurpassed brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed Pole-to-Pole coverage
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
It 70mm movie projection system It Dome screens It Sound systems It Control systems
It Laser shows
It Special effect projectors It Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

MINOLTA
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Hello
Welcome to my first Forum. John
Mosley asked if I would like to take over Forum from
Lonny Baker, who wanted to pursue other interests. Never
turning down an exciting challenge, I accepted John's
offer. I would like to thank John for giving me the opportunity to make a contribution to the planetarium community.
My hat is off to Lonny for the fantastic job she had done
with Forum. My goal is to continue the quality Lonny
brought to this column and to continue providing stimulating, informative, and yes, maybe a few controversial
topics for discussion.
I encourage you to contribute to Forum by responding
to the topics presented here. If you have any suggestions,
please send them to me.
criticisms, or ideas for
Now lets get down to business!
An article in the October 1991 issue of Sky and Telescope
entitled "Educational Hierarchies," written by George Lovi
of the Hayden Planetarium, caught my eye. In the article,
Mr. Lovi writes about the misconception students have
about astronomy. He makes an interesting point that educators must understand the " ... hierarchy of ideas and concepts" as they apply to groups of differing age and grade
levels in teaching astronomy.
One common misconception Mr. Lovi focuses on in his
article is " ... the all-too-common notion that Earth has seasons because of the planet's varying distance from the Sun
during the year." A demonstration presented in the article
helps to reinforce the correct concept of the seasons to students. But, as Mr. Lovi points out, no presentation can
make concepts clear if the person conducting the demonstration doesn't funy understand the concept and can convey what is being presented. Mr. Lovi further states
having a correct understanding does not necessarily mean
having the ability to explain it."
So, the two-part question I posed to a number of fellow
planetarians was:
II •••

in which to l'YI",pCt:'nt"
those who meet the first two criteria I ........ £~
fully aware of the third-and this even
...'V ........ j;."'- ptrojtessm~s at times.

......

"".'nrll

Ul\..A .... ,-"C.;:>

!",,,,·.. n£J.rI

*****
A "strong"
in
certainly does not assure that a
effective job of . . . ""IV .. u.u .....F.
audience. If there is a Vf()bl~em
"weak" background in
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some corlcel:>ts.
ger
He in a more subtle way. It seems to me it is far
more
for a non-astronomer to
the
cess" of scientific research and
that has led to
the new concept presented in the program. Probably in
most programs this is not such an important shortcoming,
but it can leave the audience with a misconception of how
astronomers devise and test theories.

. .. it is far nwre difficu{t for a non-astronomer to convey the "process of scientific
research and discovery ...
II

As we all know, there is no magic formula for educating a future planetarian. Planetarians are probably the
most diversely educated professionals in the world today.
But if there are any unifying characteristics of most planetanans, they must be a strong personal interest in astronomy and a desire to transfer that interest to others. These
are not taught in the planetarium education classroom,
but most of us bring these skills and attitudes with us to
the planetarium every working day. I believe the
strengths of these characteristics are the very best predictors of a successful planetarium career.
Dr. Mark S. Sonntag
University Planetarium
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas

Not every astronomer can explain topics on a layperson level. Some researchers do not even want to talk to the
general public about their fields of specialty and would
rather sit confined in an office doing solitary work. Other
scientists enjoy conveying their notions of theory in a
manner that the general audience can grasp. However,
the similarity between these two people is that they have
a fundamental understanding of their field. Whether they
can convey their thoughts in a dear and exciting manner
is individually measurable.

... anyone giving a p{anetanum sliow slioufd
liave a so{U{ I(nowfedge of astronomy ...
I would suspect that planetarians can, in fact, convey
their thoughts as that is a major requirement of the job.
Even if they are not trained as actors, people in the planetarium field will acquire those skins through experience
in presenting different types of live shows. I do think that
giving a planetarium show should have a solid
knowledge of astronomy, either from college work or
self-taught (in consultation with an astronomer).
Vol. 21, No.2, June 1992
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JIjourney in words, music
based on the epic space
by Swedisli ']{pbe{ laureate
J{arry 9vfartinson
Ongina! music by 70nn Seme ...... .

Join the 'Star Hustler', Jack
in an examination of the
of the Universe ... "''''''11",",'0 ....................... .

a show that deals with
the latest environmental th"O~1'c
highlighting the ozone hole and
the
effect ......................... ..

An OOlleCl'IVe Invlestiaatior
"Star of Bethlehem",
nh ...'e-.""i .......
2 B.C.
of Venus &
L'lo ......

ALL SHOWKITS COMPLETE WITH:
e Soundtrack cassette
other formats available at extra charge

Annotated
.. Color & Kodalith
PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED
Preview cassettes available for all shows

20110TH STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FLORIDA 34205
(813) 746 4132
m
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-Samuel Johnson

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six ye~rs
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laure/s, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer.
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc .
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 071-7344 J 66
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is easy is

seldom excellent.
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-Samuel Johnson

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laure/s, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060. Tel. (603) 880-8500. FJ\X (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House. 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA Tel. 07 1-629 0538, FJ\X 071-7344166

Noreen Grice
Planetarium
Boston Museum of Science
Massachusetts
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astronomer cannot
does not mean that a
teacher
ast'rOlllmmv .... n·n ......

C> ......
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Let's face
do
about at least to the

sut)stiltut:e for substance.
Dr ...............

,..J;. .....

Reed

*****

" I did take lots of math
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an audience .

that the B:}ICllHt;:ldrJldH has neither an educational nor an
amateur
in
I do believe that
amateur astronomers
be an effective p!aneltanan.
I believe that the model
is
a liU'IIC-ot-61iIItrades. A
of the astronomical conis
but so is some
for educaneeds to be
at COlmI1n.ulmc~atlng
tion. A
and a dramatic or comedic flair is
t:>vf·V't:>Tnt:>I" useful. If the shows are programmed, a backin
may be needed. Basically, a larger variof talents suggests a
chance for a good
tarium show.
Christine M. Brunello
Morehead Planetarium
......" ..... v,~ .. Hill, North Carolina
The topic seems to address the question of which background is more important: that of the learned astronomer
or that of the experienced educatorI theaterperson. I suppose that's because some astronomers don't worry too
much about how they present their information; theaterper'sorlS take poetic license with facts. But we planetarians,
something else again.
A whole bunch of us planetarians started with neither
astronomy nor theater in our background. It doesn't matter how you started, you simply have to become a perfect
combination of both!

tfoesn't matter Iiow you started; you Sttn~Vl1J
to
perfect combination of both!
When a planetarian is first hired, maybe one comes
first: a "presenter" who knows little about astronomy or
an astronomer who knows little about "presentation." In
my opinion, if the planetarian is paying attention, he soon
learns that presentations and knowledge must co-exist to
make an effective package.
of good theater
I think the planetarian must be a
and good science: bowling balls (heads) rolling down a
ramp into a basket for a scary Halloween story under a full
moon (a la Ken Perkins) tempered with scientific caution
for the idea of "lunatic" behavior, earthquake frequency,
etc. caused by the full moon.
That's why good planetarium conference organizers
arrange a sampling of two themes: up-to-date ast:ro]n.mny
information and presentation techniques. Show biz
syzygy: you can't have one without the other!
Jane Hastings
Jefferson Planetarium
Richmond, Virginia

*****
A few years ago, our facility faced the dilemma of hiring an assistant to present both live and taped programs

were VJlII;;U..:JOQ.Jl ... , .... ............. 1.......... oeOlDle
have worked out well in the

rIJCKV--Cme

apPllCallt was a teacher with a C''!-...'nnnr
,,-'1I"... ~y. he works well with the
" ..,'t-...""."" ..
he needs. What a deal!

,:..::,i-..n. ...

,v."<,

attempted when I was
cringe. The infonnation was
the correct level wasn't. On the other
had been in C''''' ....... o'!-h.nnr
might have had

Of course, this makes it
etarium
I
ence as a volunteer
show position
rience, I would have
up. In other words,
communication or a
not be enough; for ,'-'LJ" .....
one-sided like that, the
whether or not they will UltJlmcltelv
U' ...

tarium may be their enthusiasm for and commitment to
building a career in that field.
Dave Hostetter
Natural History Museum Planetarium
Lafayette, Louisiana

*****
I believe that a person must have an understanding of
basic concepts of astronomy to be an effective planetarium
communicator. This does not mean that he or she must
have a Ph.D. in astronomy. In fact, I have known a few
professional astronomers who have not been able to
explain basic concepts well. By ''basic'' I refer to seasons,
lunar phases and eclipses, planet positions and motions,
star color and brightness, the evolution of stars, and
appearance of the Milky Way. A planetarian also should
have excellent familiarity with constellations and firstmagnitude stars, an expertise that professional astronomers sometimes lack.
I do not think that it is necessary for the successful planetarian to learn astronomy by anyone method. Some have
gained as much through self-study or contacts and unofficial mentors as others through formal university classes.

To assess astronomical knowledge in an applicant for a
planetarium position, I suggest the following: Ask the
applicant to discuss experiences and time spent in Iearrung
astronomy and then, without references available,
him/her to explain a few things which are common planetarium topics, such as ... "What causes the seasons?" (If
you've seen Phil Sadler's video showing capped-andgowned Harvard graduates failing at this, you know that
not a large number of people can do it) ... "Through what
stages does a very massive star pass from beginning to
end?" '0' and "What are some of the first-magnitude stars
visible in the summer sky seen from this latitude?"
If the new planetarian has the enthusiastic and interested disposition of most successful people in our field, the
person probably will learn additional necessary astronomy
quickly This characteristic of eagerness to learn more
about everything related to the planetarium position is a
factor I would rate high in judging an applicant.
Twenty-five years ago, I completed a research paper,
An Investigation of Characteristics of Effective Planetarium Personnel and Recommendations for Training."
Although the number of planetariums and planetarium
personnel was at least an order of magnitude smaller then
0

II

We deliver everything
short of the sun) the moon
and the planets,
At StarTheatre Productions, we blend a thorough
knowledge of technology with a limitless imagination.
This enables us to create planetarium programs that
offer unparalleled quality and performance. For more
information about StarTheatre products and services
call us toll-free at 1.800. 676. STAR.

StarTheatre Productions .:. Hartford .:. Dallas .:. SanFrancisco
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students may not understand
can be the reasons.
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Richard McColman
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599

Auto Repair Meets Planetarium Magic

an image rotator, the plane of the film is 1)eI'pelnOlCUlal
the axis of rotation; and given that
cannot
the ~',""k, .... "...",,,,,,,,
from passing through the slide
finally, since a gear, pulley, or
must be
the slide/bearing assembly to interface with
motor ... well, you can easily see where all this is
The scenario generally requires that a 1- to
eter hole first be machined in a
of sheet
minum to allow light from the
condenser to pass through the h"..,...." ..........
Also, the outer race of the I)e,rru,g
how to the aluminum plate.
is
with either a specially-fabricated
attached to both bearing and
plate a special machine process
last procedure allows the ball ~"......... ..".

There is hardly a planetarian anywhere who doesn't
either possess or desire a pile of the by-now ubiquitous
'image rotator' projectors.
Because circular motions
i£very now and then, an idea comes a{ong
are quite common in the
tliat is so ingenious, yet so simp{e, that
astronomical realm, such
jewels are great for creating
and motor-driven
{eaves fo{kJ disp{aying a mi;r.ture of bewi{a host of mind-captivating
and slide holder the
special effects on a planedered stares and Cheshire-Cat
tarium dome. In fact, these
dering why they dUn 't thin/(
staple devices can produce
a wide variety of simulated
such an innovation came to our
a
visual phenomena, indudcoup{e of years ago, but has gone virtua{{y
ing polar-perspective rotating planets, moons, galaxnot alone!
unnoticed by most in the pCanetarium fie{d.
ies, and accretion disks.
This state of affairs has
We 'd
to share it with you here.
Additionally, moire effects
frustrated
a
such as quasars and meteor
get
showers can be created by using a special 'fixed mask' her) pursuit of creative starshow visualization.
which is placed dose to the rotating slide. (A variant of
But now, the situation has changed ...
this procedure is effective in depicting rotating planets and
In the late 1980's Dexter
Technical Assistant
moons as viewed from a near-equatorial-plane perspec- the Lafayette Natural
Museum Planetarium
tive.) Also, anamorphic lenses can be added to image rota- Lafayette,
set out to increase and
tors to simulate a more edge-on view in some effects.
planetarium's inventory of
effects Df()1e<:toirs
While such contraptions are among the most sought- with limited financial resources, leDoux and Planetarium
after by creative planetarians, they are also expensive to Curator Dave Hostedter realized that the best alternative
purchase ready-made and have been, until now, quite dif- for enhancing their visual effects capabilities was to
ficult to build. Image rotator mechanisms can mount rather used parts and salvaged equipment from a number
easily in the film-gate area of a slide/filmstrip projector, sources. LeDoux's background in air
UOmrt2 and
but smooth, high-quality versions traditionally have auto repair, it turned out, would go a long
in such a
required access to near-industrial-quality metal lathes, pursuit.
mining machines, and other machine tools, and they manIn the case
rotator
in
date precision design, measurement, and fabrication of envisioned a spinoff from an automotive ....
u_ .... uV' ....
their various mechanical parts.
came in the form of the 'dutch release bealnng'
The heart of a conventional high-quality image rotator larly that variety found in Chevrolet cars.
centers around the ball bearing. Standard ball bearings are who find auto repair as esoteric as brain "",.'n-01'·'"
basically composed of two hardened steel sleeves or bearing is essentially a specialized ball
assemOly
'races', one inside the other, with a set of steel balls rolling a manual-transmission car that allows the driver's
around in the donut-shaped space between them. The balls via assorted mechanical and hydraulic
to disenare held within this space by means of a steel cage. The gage a vehicle's rapidly spinning dutch
design works great as long as you have a cylindrical open- Between the engine and
ing in which to mount the outer race of the bearing, and as 'fork' pushes the bearing
a
long as what you want to rotate is also cylindrical in shape. rotating dutch, which in tum frees
Since a slide is flat rather than cylindrical; and since, in

of

uKs

U " u ..

;;;'1..1";;;'-.1. .....
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mission of each
other-offering, if
you win, 'destruction-free' gearshifting.)
LeDoux's goal
was to keep his
image rotator as
uncomplicated as
Drive motor
Drive pulley
possible, but without
(partially
sacrificing the precie
(belt not shown
sion normally found
obscured)
in more conventional
rotator effects. In
contemplating the
rotator
problem
while working on an
screw
screw
automobile (or was
he thinking of cars
while tinkering with
an effect?), LeDoux
mentally combined
two seemingly disMotor mount;~
similar mechanical
(wI retainer tang)
ideas to come up
wi th a design of
almost radical simplicity.
The centerpiece of
LeDoux's new rotator design, the Chevy
release bearing, held
several advantages
over its more conventional counterparts. To begin with,
the rotating part of
the release bearing
nut
has a broad planar
face (with an opening in the center, of
course) which is perpendicular to the
axis of rotation. This
Bearing retainer !
feature con~titutes an
(w / clevis)
ideal surface on
which to mount the
slide, using a couple
of drops of epoxy or
silicone adhesive. In addition, the edge of this rotating also facilitates mounting the bearing onto the rest of the
steel 'donut' (for lack of a better non-technical description) rotator mechanism. Using ordinary workshop tools, a
is rather wide, making it good for being motor-driven via vis-style 'bearing retainer' can be constructed from wood
either a pulley and rubber drive belt, or a rubber friction or aluminum, and can be damped around the .. ,.J;.~,
sleeve for permanent bearing mounting.
wheel.
Obviously, the first order of business would be to
And lastly, the 'fixed' portion of the release bearing is a
hollow 'flanged sleeve'. This feature, while serving to some of these rotating gems. While a Chevy
bearaccommodate the passage of light from projector to slide, ing could be picked up for around $30 to $40 at the local

Release Bearing

Rotator

(partially exploded view)

.7_.•

~~

j
o

.....

JL .....
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parts store, LeDoux has developed another source-the
throwaway bin at the neighborhood auto repair garage.
While this may initially sound like too much of a 'rubbish
solution' to support precision special effects mechanisms,
in reality, a large number of used release bearings are in
pretty decent shape when discarded.
You see, most of the time a release bearing is routinely
replaced during other repairs, such as clutch disk replacement, the changeout of a leaky transmission input shaft
seal, or whenever an engine or transmission is rebuiltregardless of bearing condition. Since aU of these jobs
require that either engine or transmission be removed
from the car (as does a release bearing replacement), it is
usually deemed prudent to go ahead and replace the comparatively cheap bearing as well. This lessens the chances
of a needed bearing replacement perhaps just a few thousand miles later, and another big labor bill.
However, you needn't worry about used bearings wearing out on you prematurely, since you'll be subjecting
them to thousands of times less wear than in an automotive
application. So it makes good sense to occasionally run by
and beg for a handful of used Chevy release bearings at
the corner garage. Even if half of them are bad (very
unlikely), you're still way ahead in the budget game!
Once you've got the loot, you'll want to clean up the
units, as they will likely be a bit greasy. This is accomplished using a solvent like denatured alcohol or lacquer
thinner, but be careful not to immerse the bearings, which
will tend to dry out the lubricants inside. Rather, do your
cleaning with lightly soaked rags or paper towels. To distinguish good bearings from bad, simply try turning the
large steel donut portion of the assembly to see if it rotates
smoothly against the fixed sleeve. With even a light touch
and a slow rotating action, there should be no 'gritty' sticking or uneven friction felt in its motion, nor should the
bearing exhibit any appreciable side-to-side looseness or
'play'.
As mentioned earlier, the bearing can be attached to the
projector by means of a simply fabricated wooden 'bearing
retainer'. (If the projector you use gets very hot in front of
the condenser lenses, though, it may be advisable to cover
the condenser-lens side of the wood with several layers of
aluminum foil for heat insulation, or fashion the retainer
out of aluminum instead.) By notching out a slot or 'clevis'
the proper dimensions in the wood or aluminum stock,
and similarly fashioning a motor mount complete with a
tab or 'tang', the bearing's sleeve can be clamped in its
mounting position. These two parts can then be fastened
together using machine screws and nuts.
Again, the motor can be set up to drive the bearing in
either one of two ways. The first design uses a motor-shaftmounted pulley and a flexible rubber drive belt. The belt is
stretched around both the pulley and the rim of the bearing's donut. The main consideration here is to position the
pulley on the shaft so that the drive belt will not ride off of
the slightly canted bearing rim. A little experimentation
will teach you the best positioning for reliable perfor40

mance.
The second drive method involves SUI:>stltut1n,g
and belt for a 'friction roller',
to
outer rim of the bearing's ro1tating
rollers can be made by stretching a 'fat'
length around the grooved track
a
rollers in several sizes are also available Dr~~-n\aCle
Winfred Berg, Inc. (499 Ocean
East
11518, telephone 516-599-5010).
Then, with a couple of
face.
slide can be attached to the
sive sets up, though, hand-rotate the
bearing and slide, and
ce11tertnlg
image. Once centering is :::a ..... &-\i'O'llr.on
you can re-engage the motor
Obviously, this entire as~;enllbllv
the projector with the h.o!:l1"lT1,(')"
front of the condenser lenses. In most aplpl1(~atllons,
L-brackets can be mounted on the sides
metal case, and attached to the n.o~'1"ln.O" n~talner
facilitate rotator assembly
Due to
the bearing itself, though, some minor cutting of
jector case between the condensers and pr ole'ct1on
may be necessary. In some instances, the bealrml2:
may mandate mounting the lens out beyond the stanocuo
lens holder in the projector case. Often, PVC DlllmlDln2:
couplings and epoxy come in handy for exltenlCleCl
mounting. Of course, all of this ......... 1..,.................
slide/filmstrip projector you will
Once you've mastered this
certainly want to try those SInllDlle
and moire effects as wen as the ..................... "....... perspec:tl~re
tening that anamorphic lenses can provide.
While the release bearing . . . vJ, ........ v ..
the most refined engineering aDOf()a(~n
its beauty lies in its simplicity.
alternative for the
shoestring
without '......
in the quality
1

IV ••" .....

Arthur: It's all "'lnc,....I, .... in on me. What can I do?

creatures, chivalry, and
done, spend a month on
a
on
tology, a generation on geography, a score and five on
poetry, a century on mythology-and a miUenium on
the stars!
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SPITZ, INC.

State-of-the-art systems for education,
entertainment and training. Spitz, Inc., a fullservice company providing hardware, software,
solutions and support to the planetarium and
Space Theatre community since 1945.
SPITZ, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

TEL: (215) 459-5200

FAX:

459-3830

famous astronomers have .. v"-,""' ....·y UU(JIU2:n
Albert
Kpt"n,:u'n

tel~~sODPE~S lflClUlGUlg

JW ..... """ ..........

Opening the Dome" addresses strategies and logistics for
conducting active, aggressive real sky observation programs as
adjuncts to planetarium shows.
1/

Joyce Towne is Manager of Media Services at the Fels
Planetarium, Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Valeri Kolessar is
of the Fels Planetarium. Derrick Pitts is Vice President of Fels Planetarium
& Omniverse. Among them,
have over 25
rience in the
business.

at The Franklin Institute houses two
One is a 10"
Zeiss Refractor installed in
1933. It was custom-made in
and is one of
three of its
ever built. It is now being used for solar
l"\h'~Or"1n,0' with either
filters
nh'~01""T~t-f""I''''T

h"y,rlI ...,." ....r .....

optical system with
ratios
and 14.4 respectively. It is currently
used as a Cassegrain
to
observe Venus during the day and
other visible planets at night.
The
is located on the
4th floor of the south
of the
mounted in a rectarlgllUar
a 50-ton
ment allows the te14~SODDE~S
simul taneously.
The effectiveness of these instruments for night use is severely curtailed by the overwhelming light
pollution of today's center city Philadelphia. The observatory was built
when there was far less sky light to
obscure our view of celestial objects.
42

Planetarians observe with the
Institute Zeiss
Steve Moore, Jeff Carlson, and Mark Levine,
The

PlanetI2Y1Jj[11

Gives you simultaneous control of your VCR,
laser disc player, and video projector.
• Designed around the inexpensive Laser 128
Computer.
• Friendly user interface makes cue prograrnmmg a snap.
• Can easily be remote controlled from
ScreenMaster or similar A V control
device.
• VCR Control allows Play, Stop, Rewind,
and Pause
• Laser Disc Control uses standard commands. Allowing Play, Stop, Search, Still,
Open, Close, and other commands
• Video Projector Control has 8 Levels of
Brightness and Contrast with adj . . .
fade rates.
o;, U:1uJ. ......

From as little as

1149

SMPTE
• SMITE STEPPER is a SMPTE reader
and generator
• Allows you to synchronize as many as 16
A V computer controllers
• Cues may be input in real time or by
keyboard
• Eliminates placing and erasing cue tones
on your tapes
• The SMPTE STEPPER interface
provides:
• 8 Pulse outputs
• 8 individually controllable 12v outputs
• Works through the parallel printer port
on your PC
from as little as

$1195

CallI.

-

a tour of the
no:ssilble to mtlegrate

information and
In answer to the first ...... ",..,'<1-.,... ....
benefits to
possible that your
"'hard" ~_.n."'rI......
vince even the most hard-line board member:
Risks

Benefits

sounds childish

characters can ask the

not what's ext)ected

audiences can .;ri"'"... .. ~jr

Alan Davenport
Planetarium, Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469
207-581-1314 fax
207-581-1341 phone

.. F

stories are attractive to
u .....~;::J
and
stories offer more creative
AUU.

new and diller"ent"

Last September, a few writers assembled in the ScriDtorium to discuss characters in planetarium scripts. As
promised, we have gathered again to talk about plots and
stories. Lisa Rudy is a professional writer in Philadelphia
who has worked with the Fels Planetarium to
a
children's show, I4AstroAlphabet Soup." Fran Biddy is the
producer I astronomer of the Strasenburgh Planetarium at
the Rochester Museum and Science Center, and he is well
known for his workshops on scriptwriting. And then
there's myself.

Laura
Why Stories?

audience interest and
the characters nor the
ary. In
uwill

h .... 'bLAA"h

neiithE~r

toms?" can detract from the Impa~:t
tion.
in answer to the third QUlest1Dn:
pIer than it
It
ments: charalctE~r

Stories can be a good draw. They can hold au ...... ""JlU...
attention. They can attract and hold children and adults
alike, making them appropriate for school shows and family shows. They can provide a program with unity and
structure. They can engage audiences in the process of science learning without losing any of the drama and excitement of the traditional night sky.
1!;;;

But,.. How appropriate is storytelling to the planetarium setting, where teachers expect a lesson, and parents expect
44
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ic characters who are enJ~ajZ~oo
that excite audiences.
I had
to devote my entire planetarium career to
than the Christmas Star. But several years
reasons primarily of job security, it fell to me to
write a "new" Christmas show. Now, there are only a few
which are naturals for inclusion in these shows. You
can do the winter night sky, and you can explore holiday
customs around the world. You can re-tell the biblical
Christmas story. And you can include a review of the "sciexplanations for the star of Bethlehem. (How many
astronomers do you think are working on that one?)
By the time it became my turn to write this "new"
Christmas show, the Strasenburgh Planetarium had
already produced two "new" Christmas shows. Both had
"included all four of the topics mentioned above. What to
do? I changed the narrative voice. Instead the standard
omniscient narrator, I made the narrator a
character. He became a grandfather (or, in the case of the
St. Louis incarnation of the show, a grandmother) sharing
his
recollections with the audience. That SHlnp.Le
can
setting).
not forget the
character with an
amusing point of view can enliven the dullest show. Now
that I think about it, maybe that's what Clp'istmas shows
need-more laughs.
An example of a recent attempt to use characters and
conflict to engage the audience's enthusiastic attention is
"Space Bus," written by Mark Bourne, who was our 198990 Intern, and is now with the Kendall Planetarium in
Portland, Oregon. He wrote a unique story about a bunch
elementary school students who, in the year 2077, take a
field trip through our solar system. The show is filled with
information about the objects that make up that system,
but it also has a strong plot line, interesting characters
(who don't all get along with each other), and conflicts
which threaten those characters and their trip. Many
scenes in the show are set within the space bus, with the
audience watching the action on the viewscreen. Our point
of view (or POV, to the writing community) through most
of the show is the same as the kids.' But still, we're not seeing the characters-there's a strong resemblance to radio
drama.
pS€~udo-s<cie)ltitic

Jason Gabriel (Private
... and the
of people
There must be a show in town.

There is one
smSP€!ct. it

I just want to know one

What was that?
head blown
[6

You want to
going to
shy. Uyou
up walking the botto:rn
Doh overshoes! Now
I just want to know
one thing. [6
Much better. Whenever
hear
"I just want to know one thing," that's
And as
progressed, A
phenomena had to be QuestlOI1lea

natural

SFX:
Gabe: Whoa! Did you see that? What's
[Internal] Either someone is
to
Fourth of July is early this year.

Alan
Involving the Audience
The planetarium show is the tool that we use to reward
visitors for coming to the planetarium, and to some degree
it should cater to their wants. Few audience members
come to our facility in search of a deeper knowledge of the
Vol. 21, No.2, June 1992

68inlvolve'mE~nt." With
plot, we are able to involve the audience in
humor to melt
of a protagonist, often
tions and help them enjoy
they may identify. Sometimes, the aUCJ.leltlCe
effectively involved by
them
In our most recent
Little Bear?," the lead cnatrac:ter
him interrogate the sm;pects
stellation:

us

Slide: Animate meteor
Meteor: Hi ya, Big Boy. Come out
Gabe: Huh?! Yes I do! But I don't

The Planetarian

often?
shot

at

I

out.

of the show?
can serve as
information in an enlteritailllinlg .....' ' ' ..
learns the ....
~
AII-" .. U ...

UlVJU.

..

Stars are
I happen to be looking for some stars
rm~)smlg from the sky. There's just one
{All1dlen<:e response)
.I.aJlJlJlJlIL):,

Meteor: Ooh! You're lookin' for real stars. You do
flatter a lady. I know I'm bright and beautiful but
we're not real stars. We're meteors, little
rocks and specks of dust.

Ed: In all

In this genre, we encounter and mamit)ulate
in order to achieve a
that is
communication in a
sense, it makes science
"'tool"
but will not
are
ters overcome a conflict or a
The exposition of a
most of the time and most of the
advertisement
rer)re~;en:ts less than 25% of the show COllltelllt.
and some
feel uncomfortable with ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
this ratio. We are all aware of the many mC3lgI111ticent concepts that the
can demoncorrect scientific lanstrate and teach
-"" .... """-""'. . , but how
editor's note at end of this
rmSSI,on, to
ourselves and
sci(~noe, seems to be more successful when
enJ~a~:e the audience .........,........"...
QU4estilon leads to

1.

2.
of a town or even
te<:nnOi{)g)1 can be treated as a
human elE~ments are engaged in
chcin~:e or resolving a
In
case, The
"science" must be
scientist."
hlQ,tnrv

.II

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

or
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NOTE!! Please note the new fax number listed above.
IPS member may
material for insertion into
Roundup column as long as it
to
information or news about
facility. Just submit it to
the next deadline which is
..r~"" ......", many thanks to those individuals who contrtt.utE~ to the last issue of Regional Roundup.

commission was
directors to .........e,ca"...
of Education.
-

A

'-';:>~UIJJ'A';:>"'''''" 'in'7nl·un"\.~ v

"..,nl'"nn,.. ru-nllc~£>

was
as wen as to "',....',... ...r.'"
teachers to evaluate the
n1"£"\t'H"!::l1i'Y\C!

ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH-SPEAKING PLANETARIUMS (APLF)

No

Agnes Acker, representative.

ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS

The XIX meeting of AMPAC held on February
1992 in Guadalajara, Mexico, was hosted by Alberto
...........n ............... ',..., ... , Director of the Science & Technology Center
and Planetarium "Severo DHiz Galindo."
The major topic of the
was to develop a unifybond with the Ministry of Education as wen as with
the National Science & Technology Council in Mexico. As
a result of the dialogue, the following resolutions were

- Determine the role
play in education.
motivating sources among the stuPlanetariums will
dents visiting them.
- Planetariums should stress the interaction between scientists, science teachers,
and the education sector.
to
Educational curricula programs should be
know the methodological content of the different basic
and secondary teaching levels.
- Strategies will be sought to inform teachers and students alike about the activities done by the planetari-

No.2, June 1992

v .....·....... u."" a
urn services and activities in the
science education in the ('nt·lnh..... ,
- Donors for ., ..."rt ..... "'" 'l"tOC!~tO:;'ilr('h
win be looked for.

j, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

OF PLANETARIUMS
No

MIDDLE
PLANET ARIUM
The Middle Atlantic Planetarium ,"-,,,... ,,,,It,,,
27th Annual COlruel'en<:e

No

Dennis Simopoulos, representative.

GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

Ceman Earth and Space
l<lc:ked off its new ..............v .... ..
pn~sentalt10In by astronaut CaJ1.010ate
Voss to an audience of about 400 pelrsons.
Crown Space Theater in
Illinois set
new attendance records
the months of November
and December as a result of the IMAX film Antarctica.
The Merrillvile Community College Planetarium survived the "carpet demons" when the facility was recently
According to director Gregg Williams, planetarians should inform would-be carpet installers that
curved steps require more cMpet than straight steps.
The GLP A Executive Committee Meeting was held on
April 11th at the Kalamazoo Public Museum Planetarium
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The GLPA Script Bank recently received six new scripts:
- "The Voyages
Christopher Columbus" by Carl
Wenning.
"New Worlds" by Dale Smith.
- "Nightflyers" by Rob Landis.
- "Northern Nights, Northern Lights" by Rob Landis.
"Skies of Summer" by Rob Landis.
- "Space Birds" by Rob Landis.
The GLP A Script Bank also received several curriculum
guides. They are:
- Teachers guide for "Voyages of Christopher Columbus"
by Carl Wenning.
To obtain information and prices about the new scripts
and curriculum guides, contact Gary Sampson, Instructional Materials Chairman, Wauwatosa West H.S., 11400
West Center Street, Wauwatosa, WI 53222.
The 28th annual conference will be held jointly with the
Great Plains Planetarium Association at the St. Louis
Science Center
1992.
planned for people with small and
the host
has a 228-seat
an
Omnimax theater, a major temporary exhibit on Soviet
space and a new 60,000 square-foot science museum. For
information and registration material, contact
Wharton, GLP A Conference, St. Louis Science Center, 5050
va.lOarlO Avenue, St. Louis, M063110; (314) 289-4439.
U'V".............. ..

PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No report. Bruce Daniel, representative. See
48

friends, as wen as
The new Director
is Ted Williams.
current editor
LonsteU4UUm. is
down effective
1992 MAPS conference. The editor will
the
Planetarium in
reached at The
P.O. Box
43-49
. . " ' ...... VIJ.

1"'o.1l'l, ..... ', .. '"

For additional
contact: Dr.
E.
Director Institute for British
Studies 405
Hall West Chester
PA

11./1111,,...,,,,,,,11

NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
which is a
RMPA invites all atU;!naees

No
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
The next PPA
will be hosted by Dale
at the Community College of South Nevada in North Las
on October 9 and 10. Call Dale at (702) 643-6060,
extension 308, for information.

SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ......... ,...,_ ........... ,.....

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
No report. Ian McGregor, representative.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

The Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake City, Utah is
preparing to distribute a new original production called
"Cosmic Catastrophes" as part of a grant from the National Science Foundation. The program uses a science-fiction
scenario to look at catastrophic events that may threaten
life on earth. The distribution package will contain a script,
CD of the audio track, visual list, production notes, and a
full set
color slides, including slides to replace special
effects and video as necessary. All visuals include masks.
mailing about the package, includHansen
members and to
who returned
Hin
tarium to get one.
Hansen
11"

chamber. For additional "n.,n~"""'.'n ....
Greenawald,
Mountain ~len(~e
Mountain
SC 29615 or call
1188.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF
(SWAP)

NM 88311-0533.

"'01"'.01.....

Df()1e(~tlon

a
system, fea-

projectors, ~~'u......;u......
The Gates Planetarhouse June 20-22 to show off the

MUUD-SVI1C
....01. . .11","'1
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out some random selection
I won't hear about it for a
not get:t1ng

T
la c

heet

How do I
Checks should
U.S.
to a U.S. Bank or to a
could
nections.
order. If you send me a
the money order
what it's for, and
the real
ally. I occasionally get ohlot()c(].Plles
been dumb enough to
works.
We take Nli:l!:iU!:rLaI
also accept cash, u ''1..1' .....
to transfer funds over
block.
j;"....

Keith Johnson
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557
702-784-4812
The Spitz Fund. This is a repository for money donated
by members for the purpose of promoting educational and
professional activities in the planetarium community. It
has been used to fund awards in IPS Script Contests and to
help support publication of the Universe in the Classroom
newsletter of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. As a
result of that last item, IPS members receive complimentary copies of the publication (or we should be receiving it; if
we are not, Council win be pursuing that item with some
vigor, I promise you).
Currently I am not keeping the Spitz Fund as a separate
account. It simply forms a segment of the regular IPS
money-market account. Each month I figure how much of
the interest earned is due to the Spitz Fund segment, and
add that to the SF total, so I always know how much is in
the Spitz Fund.
Donations to the Fund have fallen off recently, so I
encourage members to slip in a couple extra bucks in your
next IPS membership renewal. There is a space reserved on
your invoice for the purpose, but I will gladly accept simple donations in the middle of the year (treasurers never
tum down incoming funds).
Unfortunately, such donations are not tax-deductible.
IPS is not a charitable, 501(c)-3 organization. But you'll
helping us do some things that need doing, and you'll
make your humble treasurer feel retlily good.

Whom do we pay? Please note that all checks to our
organization should be made out to "International
Planetarium Society," or "IPS" if you're lazy. If you make
them out to "Keith Johnson" or "University of Nevada" or
"Fleischmann Planetarium," I sometimes have trouble
with my bank. If you make them out to "Loch Ness
Productions," everybody will wonder where you've been
the last year and a half, and Mark C. Petersen may send
50

a

A credit to the Institutional (membeJ"shiip
IPS members have
about the InstlttltlOnal
bershlp and its benefits. There are several. An institultional
member can receive, free of
for oo:stae:eJ
copy of any available back issue
other IPS publication. It
she?
free run of address labels for current
ly (normally these cost
It has the
to rt • .,...,.I""",

shipness,
year on it.
Finally, and most
may send all staff me~ml:J~rs
they are
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Planetariums

What's new
is not all good news--like the recent
cancellation of the
(Comet Rendezvousl Asteroid
mission in the U.S. government's budget
for
for fiscal 1993. The budget also calls for an end
to funding of the marvelously successful Magellan mission
in
even if the spacecraft is still operating (apparently
lest we maximize return on investment), and there is scuttlebutt that the Cassini mission to Saturn, with 1993 funds
still proposed, may nonetheless be ripe for the chopper's
block next year.
All of which, in a way, is not new. The U.S. has always
seemed to have had difficulty balancing manned and
unmanned missions-not to mention science and poHtics--or sustaining space commitments that didn't include
a race to get somewhere first. Examples abound. Perhaps it
just seems more ironic in this "International Space Year."
But one of the blessings of ISY '92 is that space exploration today truly is an international effort. What CRAF
might have learned--about comets, at least-the ESA's
Rosetta comet-sampling mission may in tum provide (if
it's approved for construction). The current joint ESANASA Ulysses project used a NASA launch to send the
European-built Ulysses on its solar mission. Ulysses
includes American instrumentation; the American Galileo
includes German instrumentation. The U.$. space shuttle
program provides a vehicle for the European Spacelab,
and both Soviet and American manned missions have
increasingly included scientists and astronauts from other
nations. The multi-nation Soviet, European, and Japanese
Halley armada was a masterpiece of international coordination and shared science. And scientists of the former
Soviet Union, the French Space Agency (CNES), and The
Planetary Society still have hopes of seeing Mars launches
in the 90's which win include their cooperative Mars
Balloon project for exploring the Martian environment.
What's new in this International Space Year is an
increasing international trend toward cooperation in space;
space exploration spurred less by a need to compete than
by a need to know. Whatever the setbacks of the moment,
this is good news.
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Global Products

The
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awareness of Mother Earth A'~j'''''''-JU.
The first is Creative ImagJmatlons,
Los
California 90720
2266,
of . . . .
(714)995-3213, some of whose proauc:ts
a.AAAVA

and it's a stunner. This is a
lar satellite mosaic
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over a ten-month
is amazing, and it simply
dated.
The posters size is a wt1loooinl2: 24
91.5 em), and it comes in
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inch
rotations
ranging in a
of stars. This one is
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Im4ag€~s
ba(~k~~round

in .l.anrun.ate~a
the same cost ranges as the first.
Creative
offers a number of other
including a vast assortment of blow-up plastic earth
globes. You'll find geo-political globes, topographic
globes, a "Wholearth BaH" sporting continents without
political boundaries, a glow-in-the-dark globe, globes
overlaid with animals and dinosaurs and environmental
facts, a "Star Map" globe, a "Constellation" globe bearing
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U)Oinn2: for new sources or ideas for
nrlOle'l'ts for sttlaE~nt:s,
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a cross-reference
a rt.o'~~l1n.a section on selected astrogIC»SS<lry of
in the case of
and list-

. . _A_~.~ the same dimensions
easy storage with
volumes.
These are very
things to have you have a reference
of back issues, perhaps also to sen in
for customers who may have the same.
or $6 for an order of five or more (of the same
costs
or an assortment). For more informa tion, contact
Hobart at Geoimages.
Productions
Bowen Music Productions has announced the upcomrelease of a new line of show kits intended to respond
to the needs and requests of planetarians (you may have
received its survey earlier in the year). The new programs
are designed to be 10-15 minutes long and capable of
"""u.. a ...... " ...i!'. alone or "piggybacked" with others to create
presentations. The line will feature scripts by experienced planetarium writers, Bowen Music original scores
and narration, digital mixes and masters, and show tapes
available in all formats. According to my information, the
will sell for $200 U.S. for audio tape, script, and production notes, and for $300 with slides included.
Jeff Bowen indicates that the first two programs will be
introduced at the IPS conference in June and win thereafter
be ready for distribution. Two more are expected to be
completed by the end of this year, with four planned for
1993. The series is expected to continue beyond 1993, and
are plans to produce full-length features as well.
I've had a peak at the draft script of the first program
written by St. Louis' Laura Kyro; it's quite a clever treatment
the topic of solar eclipses. Be on the lookout for
these new programs at IPS; for more information, you can
contact Jeff Bowen at Bowen Music Productions, 3590
North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46208 USA, tele-

and music ,,""'II-......."'u
done some work for the ..
InClHll:1al=)OHS, and the cassette Inc:m(leS
moods,
on audio
video services and
at Bennet Innovations, 2121 E. 56th
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key point is that
also now one
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Have a restful summer, see
until next time ... What's New?
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Lake

Georgia Neff, Planetarium
Lakeview Museum
1125 W . Lake Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61614
Greetings and a Sunny Solstice to all.
For this issue we have two of George Reed's cartoons.
Dr. Reed, new grandfather (congratulations!) is with West
Chester University, Pennsylvania, and Spitz, Inc., Chadds
Ford, Pennsylvania. Thank you George.
Kodalith Komer was absent from the last issue for lack
of submissions, so if you find the feature useful, or even
only entertaining, remember it is a reader-supported column. It doesn't work if you don't send in artwork. Good
quality black! white copies that are copyright-free are what
is needed. Thank you.
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persistence of Yision

LASER FANTASY INTERNATIONAL
1721 132NO AVE NE BELLEVUE, WA 88005-2224 USA
[206) 881-5356 fax [206) 883-7168

Gerald L. Mallon
Planetarium Dedicated
On February 25th over a hundred co-workers, students, and friends as well as the family of Jerry Mallon
gathered for the Dedication Ceremony of the Gerald L.
Mallon Planetarium. The Ceremony was held in the
auditorium of the Arcola Intermediate School in
Norristown, Pennsylvania, and was followed by a visit
to the planetarium, which is in the school. The new
Planetarium Director, Ted Williams, was on hand to
greet visitors. Prior to the dedication the planetarium
was known as the Methacton School District Planetarium.
Principal Andy Case and Superintendent Laird
Warner spoke of Jerry's dedication to teaching, and
tried in vain to list all his accomplishments. Several students and teachers shared their favorite memories of
Dr. Mallon in the classroom and the inspiration they
had received from him. A portrait of Jerry was unveiled
at the ceremony. Painted by Methacton Art Department
Chair Nancy Marcinko, it will hang in the entranceway
of the planetarium, as will a dedication plaque with the
new planetarium name.
Joyce Towne
Fels Planetarium
Philadelphia

A portrait of Jerry Mallon was unveiled at the Dedication Ceremony of the Gerald L. Mallon Planetarium.

From left: Principal Andy Case, Superintendent Laird Warner, and one of Jerry Mallon's
students David Fitzpatrick at the Dedication Ceremony of the Gerald L. Mallon Planetarium.
Photos by Joyce Towne.
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Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
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June 21, 1972: You can always spot a planetarian
because he is the one who will stumble as he leaves a
building at night. That's because he will be looking up,
checking whether the real sky is set correctly. He may
pause, take a battery-operated pointer from his pocket,
and seem to trace lines in the sky. This series of motions
will be automatic, as if he has no control over his actions.
Careful listening may determine he is also unemotionally
mumbling too. The observer might also glance around at
the empty cars in a parking lot; the one with the most dented fenders will belong to the planetarian. You see, he has
frequent minor wrecks caused by inattention, particularly
at night. He prefers to use the sun and stars to ascertain
directions, instead of road maps or the floating compass
attached to his windshield. It's an ego thing, difficult to
overcome ...
As you can see from the above date, I began this column in the premier issue of The Planetarian 20 years ago. I
wanted to document what I believed were some unique
aspects of our profession. "Why" I asked myself then,
does the Real World not understand us? Are we peculiar,
or something?"
Unique is the right word; during the last twenty years,
I've discovered that a person in the Real (non-planetarium)
World has absolutely no appreciation forJane's Corner
anecdotes supplied by planetarians. No flicker of recognition crosses his face when he reads double entendre
poems, or phrases involving obscure astronomical terms,
or aspects of a planetarian's personality, or things that
happen in the planetarium!
In these same 20 years of frustration in reaching out to
the Real World, I have met some great planetarians, and
heard their wonderful stories. It is to them that I dedicate
this column: "The Best of Jane's Corner." (To simplify, I
shall not identify the facility or the city, just the name of
the Planetarian)
U

December 1973: As a mental
the personal belongings of
they are like. Several weeks ago, I
paper discarded or dropped by two pt!(JpI't!.
was scribbled on a brown paper bag and said: Ufix
heater, pick up clothes at cleaners, call TV man,
r'n.£'"''
Cheese, Milk, Crunchie
had a general image of the list's owner.
ond list was astounding to me, and I leave it
to
figure out what it's all about. It scared me so that I am
sidering giving up the game; I take it as an omen
Someone Up There doesn't want me meddling with
people's lists. It read:
Get bicycle wheel
aerosol can of air
yellow day-glo paint
moon rock
Alka-Seltzer
16 flashlights
Star of Bethlehem

to

Fix stars
Move Earth up to 2000 A.D.
Get Stonehenge to work
Move
Kennedy
Raise horizon
Take sun out of December
Dim moon- too
Schedule Comet for Mr.

December, 1972:
in front
America sits
annual Thanksgiving parade, each person being
coerced into the first thoughts of Christmas lists. The
as the
balloons float
etarian is no
remembering that he must: 1)
town of ... " horizon scenes, 2) try to recall in which
Carousel tray the Crab Nebula was last seen, 3)
taped narration over once, splicing tape in hand, to see if
the off-brand recording tape will make it one more
try to think of a
title this year, 5) decide if he can
by one more year
those glaring taped ml~,pr0n111n(:lations. After all, no one caught it last year. If
mean
records and checking to see if
hunting up those old
that bass-voiced narrator still lives around here.

Overheard in the Planetarium
-September 21, 1972: One third
they enter the chamber: nOh, I've
down and that black ball talks!"
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-Fall 1983: Carole Rutland remembers her first childand
hood visit to a
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Campbell says there are at least two
Not to Ask a Oass": ulf
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bear into the
where
grab
did when he caught
to
do you think
the Seven Sisters?"
-Winter 1979: Anxious lady to Jim Hooks: "Does movthe planets in the planetarium affect my hOlrosc:opef"
but it will affect
sex life!"
or()21'4iDn at Macmillan, IPS host Planetarium,
on
shows. Music included a
selection in which the
asks: "Is anyout III
out there?" An unidentified
am!" The singer
his question. Another nl.:1lT\p,t::1lrl_
an
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make me move?"
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Wantone?"
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Richard: "These slides didn't
welcome to them."
.......,"". 0.'"* to write a unit on

And most
Richard: dlO
me. I was SUlD[)(lsed
See? The teellnJg;,

and TV transmission of all
attc~mlpt to CllSICr€!Ciit
Sisters', we can
to
I
just indlul~~
rerna1rks about
star
see no reason to continue
... do you? Don't tell me you know
some more, some
missed ...
More: Overheard in the Planetarium and Elsewhere
Fall, 1981: Ruth Lewis noticed how the milling movement of
in the lobby between shows at a conference terminated in a general pattern which looked sort
of like a circle and each would glance up repeatedly. A
flash of insight struck her: "That's it! In recent years I
thought these ugly marks on my neck under my chin were
age wrinkles; now I realize they're stretch marks from constantly looking up!"
Winter, 1981: A burly male trucker-type and his family
showed up to see a star show. Told that the next show
was, instead, a Laser show, they had a family conference
and decided to go ahead and see it, even if they didn't
know what it was. After the Laser show, the man came up
to Planetarian Larry Miner and said, "Hot damn! At's a
lotta fun, ain't it?" They obviously had so much fun that
they returned to see the alternating star show at a later
date. When they entered the planetarium, the "trucker"
said, with obvious gleeful anticipation~ "You gonna
whomp them lasers on us like that 01' boy did the other
night?"
Spring 1983: At the beginning of each program, Planetarian Rich Rei{ spells out his four rules for students in the
planetarium: 1. no food, 2. no drink, 3. no moving from
your seat, 4. don't touch anything! Later, while asking students to look up at the "sky", he asked if anyone could
name the four directions (N, S, E, W). A little girl diligently
recited his rules for planetarium behavior.
June, 1974: Radio announcer: IIAstronomy is when you
look up at the sky and see stars; astrology is when you
look up at the sky and see lions and virgins and other
spooky creatures"
September, 1978: Richard Knapp received a call from a
lady who said, '1f you can get this monstrous plant out of
my bedroom, it's yours!"
Fall, 1983: Phyllis PitIuga of Adler Planetarium in
Chicago was giving a paper about community involvement and described Adler's star parties in which they use
a laser to point out constellations in the real sky. A question from the audience: "Do you have to generate smoke to
see the laser beam?" Phyllis: "Not in Chicago!"
-Robert Hitt, inviting other planetarians to his dome to
see all kinds of planetarium junk in operation: "Our motto
is, 'Don't throw anything away ... it might work in the
dark and besides nobody knows what a black hole looks
like anyway.'"
Spring 1985 - Bill Busler asked a class: ''Now, students,
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yellow bus
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dome. The prE~au:t10In
enter the cnc:lmlt>er
accurately the
behavior
during the lesson. I know
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says: "1 don't under'sta,nd
every year." ... Teacher
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From December 1977:
Association President in
blame for low scores, not the
choice tests that
from
each word is the TEST's answer.
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Twenty
then? Nope, I
would no longer be
compass readout on the
compass, but Planetarians still
their briefcases (this observation ....n11'1".£~C"7
still have dented fenders
driving. Yeah, they, I mean we,
here's to us!
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Seeing is Believing.

If you've watched this space in the past
few issues you've seen our advertisement depicting one of the beautiful
David Malin deep space images (the
Eagle Nebula, M-l 6) which Sky-Skan
now offers as 6-frame All-Sky sets.

caused by a star projector that isn't on an
elevator. We've made up a stack of c%r
prints, shot with a fish-eye lens directly
off the dome. They're suitable for framing, or for inclusion in a funding proposal if you don't have an all-sky system.

We thought you'd like to see what the
same image looks like on the dome,
and how insignificant is the shadowing

The picture is remarkable. One look will
make you a believer. Call or write and
we'll send you one.

Sky-Skan, Inc .
5 I Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 07 1-629 0538, FAX 07 1-734 4 J 66
Planetarium: Castellon, Spain.
Eagle Nebula image is copyrighted and used with permission from the Anglo-Australian Telescope Board.

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

